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gong (beats):Subs by... August 24, 2015. I have no
idea what all this means or how it is called. It looks
like Chinese. It sounds like Chinese. It smells like
Chinese. But it looks like English to me. Subtitles
by Charlie Zhou. It's not really the same. The word
jiladpola looks like the old Pali word for "damned",
but I believe it's a variant of jaldhara. It refers to
people who have no interest in Buddhism, but use
Buddhism as a philosophy to be proud of. They get
the same sense of smug superiority as anyone who
calls themselves a "Christian" or "Muslim". They
get annoying. They seem to be the ones
complaining about the new Tara Sutta, which is
without question the most important text in our
tradition. I just want to address this claim: "
However, it's a common misconception, but the
Pali language has no word for the term "Dharma".
In Pali language, "Dharma" literally means "the
way". " (Wikipedia). I'd want to know more about
this. Is it so? Or is this just another example of the
misunderstandings of "Chinese Buddhism"? Use
The Link Below To Share The Post,And After



Sharing It Visit 'Set On Fire' Forum Comments (0)
Daily Bell Rating 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 The Top Stories and
Trends Forum News and information about the
financial outlook for the Asia-Pacific Region.
Special Reports In this section, you'll find several
special reports covering topics of interest to our
small and medium sized subscribers. Each report
is reprinted from the Daily Bell with permission
from the author, so be sure to confirm the
accuracy of all facts reported before relying on
them. 2009 Issues Our introductory report on what
lies ahead for Asia in 2009 is back in a special,
separate report and DVD edition. 5 Lessons From
Crisisland The global recession has rattled most
economies, leaving many people reeling. They
need to learn more than a workable paycheck,
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